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Does ring current heating generate the observed O$ˆ+$ shell?
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Abstract

The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) Sami3 is Also a Model of the Ionosphere (SAMI3) ionosphere/plasmasphere code is

used to examine the effect of ring current heating during a storm. With a ring current heating function added to SAMI3, a cold

thermal ($< 1$ eV) oxygen ion outflow is produced, with O$ˆ+$ density and location similar to observations of the so-called

“oxygen torus.’ The ring current heating function is based on a Comprehensive Inner Magnetosphere-Ionosphere (CIMI) model

simulation of the 2015 October 7 storm. We find that the ring current can heat plasmasphere electrons, subsequently heating

plasmasphere H$ˆ+$, and ionosphere O$ˆ+$. The resulting O$ˆ+$ outflows resemble observed O$ˆ+$ enhancements in the

inner magnetosphere.
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Key Points:7

• Simulated ring current heating produces an outflow of “cold” (< 1 eV) oxygen8

ions into the magnetosphere9

• Model oxygen ion densities and positions are similar to observations of the so-called10

“oxygen torus”11

• Model oxygen ion enhancements resemble a partial toroidal shell that extends out-12

wards along the geomagnetic field13
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Abstract15

The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) Sami3 is Also a Model of the Ionosphere (SAMI3)16

ionosphere/plasmasphere code is used to examine the effect of ring current heating dur-17

ing a storm. With a ring current heating function added to SAMI3, a cold thermal (<18

1 eV) oxygen ion outflow is produced, with O+ density and location similar to observa-19

tions of the so-called “oxygen torus.” The ring current heating function is based on a Com-20

prehensive Inner Magnetosphere-Ionosphere (CIMI) model simulation of the 2015 Oc-21

tober 7 storm. We find that the ring current can heat plasmasphere electrons, subsequently22

heating plasmasphere H+, and ionosphere O+. The resulting O+ outflows resemble ob-23

served O+ enhancements in the inner magnetosphere.24

Plain Language Summary25

The near-Earth environment includes relatively low-energy “cold” ions with tem-26

peratures less than 105 K (8.6 eV) and much higher energy ions. We specifically consider27

the cold plasmasphere, the magnetically-contained extension of the ionosphere into space,28

and the ring current, a high energy (1-100 keV) population of O+ and H+ ions gener-29

ated during a geomagnetic storm. We numerically model the interaction between these30

populations in search of an explanation for the cold oxygen ions that are observed near31

the edge of the plasmasphere. Results suggest that the ring current heats plasmasphere32

electrons, plasmasphere H+, and ionosphere O+. The heated O+ flows upward along the33

geomagnetic field, forming the “oxygen torus” that has been observed by numerous space-34

craft.35

1 Introduction36

Cold, dense ion populations in the inner magnetosphere play a significant role in37

space weather through their effect on electromagnetic waves (Millan & Thorne, 2007; Bort-38

nik & Thorne, 2007) that generate energetic ions in the Van Allen radiation belts. The39

so-called oxygen torus (hereafter the O+ enhancement or O+ shell), an enhancement of40

O+ ions “in the outer plasmasphere” (Chappell, 1982), appears to be a dominant con-41

tributor to the stormtime cold ion mass outside of the plasmapause.42

This O+ enhancement was first identified (Chappell, 1982) using the Retarding Ion43

Mass Spectrometer (RIMS) instrument (Chappell et al., 1981) on the Dynamics Explorer44

(DE) spacecraft and has been observed many times since. Roberts et al. (1987) analyzed45

DE:RIMS data from 1981 through 1984, finding heavy ion enhancements at all local times.46

Using ground-based magnetometer field-line resonance measurements of mass density47

from the SAMNET and IMAGE arrays in the UK and Scandinavia, in conjunction with48

IMAGE spacecraft (Burch, 2000) electron and He+ densities, Grew et al. (2007) found49

enhanced O+ densities near local midnight, about 12 hours after storm onset for a strong50

(Dst < −150 nT) storm. Using the Van Allen Probes (Reeves, 2007), Nosé et al. (2015)51

found an enhancement in average ion mass in the dawn sector for 3 ≤ L ≤ 4.5, where52

L is the McIlwain parameter (McIlwain, 1961). Analyzing data from the Arase satellite53

(Miyoshi et al., 2018) and Van Allen Probe A spacecraft at approximately the same uni-54

versal time, Nosé et al. (2018) found a density enhancement at 5 h MLT, but not 13–55

14 h MLT, suggesting a crescent shape instead of a torus.56

In this letter, we describe initial modeling that tests the hypothesis that this “cold”57

O+ population represents an outflow of heated O+ ions from the topside ionosphere with58

the ring current being a viable heat source. By “cold,” we mean a thermal (Maxwellian)59

particle population with a temperature below the typical threshhold (a few eV, in the60

plasmasphere) for direct detection due to spacecraft charging (Grard et al., 1983). Storm-61

generated ring current ions have energies in the 1–100 keV range (Daglis et al., 1999).62

Ring current ions, which hold the bulk of the ring current energy, interact with magne-63
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Figure 1. (a–c) CIMI model output showing the log of the heat transferred to the electrons at

selected times plotted as color contours in the magnetic equatorial plane. (d) Kp and (e) Dst geo-

magnetic indices which peaked on day 280 (7 October) of 2015. (f–i) SAMI3 ring current heating

function. A single contour line in panels a–c and f–i indicates SAMI3 plasmasphere electron

density ne = 100 cm−3. Each column corresponds to a UT value marked by a vertical dashed

line in panel (e). SAMI3 and CIMI numerical outputs for this and other figures are included in

supplemental material for this publication.

tosphere neutral populations through charge exchange (Ilie et al., 2013), creating the en-64

ergetic neutral atoms that allow the ring current to be imaged (Roelof, 1987). Ring cur-65

rent ions also heat the background plasma through Coulomb collisions (Fok et al., 1995)66

with the dominant effect being electron heating. In fact, when Chappell (1982) identi-67

fied the O+ enhancement in DE:RIMS data, he suggested ring current heating as a pos-68

sible mechanism: “This torus may be explained by an enhanced thermal diffusion in the69

outer plasmasphere due to a heating of the outer plasmasphere by the hot magnetospheric70

plasma.” The specific hypothesis of ring current heating was examined by Horwitz et al.71

(1986) and by Roberts et al. (1987, Fig. 17). While these early studies suggest both Coulomb72

collisions and wave-particle interactions as candidate heating mechanisms, we consider73

only Coulomb collisions in the present study.74

The present study is new in the sense that we simulate the effect of a specific source75

for the O+ shell: the impact of ring current heating on plasmasphere electrons and iono-76

sphere O+, with both processes, the ring current and the ion outflow, being simulated77

by solving the underlying first-principles equations. In prior modeling of this O+ ion pop-78

ulation, such as Nosé et al. (2015), O+ ions are placed in the inner magnetosphere as an79

initial condition.80

As an example, we consider a specific event, the 2015 October 7 (day 280) storm.81

We use the Comprehensive Inner Magnetosphere-Ionosphere (CIMI) model (Fok et al.,82

2014) to model this event and compute ring current heating. Based on CIMI calculations83
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of electron heating, we construct a model heating function for use in the SAMI3 (Sami384

is Also a Model of the Ionosphere) ionosphere/plasmasphere model (Huba & Krall, 2013).85

The present study is speculative in the sense that the heating is through the specifica-86

tion of a heating function that depends only on the Dst index. A more careful exploration87

of this subject will require ionosphere/plasmasphere and ring current models that are88

self-consistently coupled (e.g. Huba et al., 2017).89

2 CIMI modeling of ring current heating90

We use CIMI to simulate days 279 through 281 of 2015. The CIMI model (Fok et91

al., 2014) self-consistently solves the bounce-averaged Boltzmann convection-diffusion92

equation for ring current particles O+ and H+. CIMI is based on the earlier Compre-93

hensive Ring Current Model, which compares well to geomagnetic index and imaging ob-94

servations (Buzulukova et al., 2010). CIMI computes the energy lost from the ring cur-95

rent via Coulomb collisions with background electrons and ions. The modeling of the back-96

ground plasmasphere in CIMI is based on the dynamic global core plasmasphere model97

(DGCPM) (Ober et al., 1997). Because energy losses are dominated by electron Coulomb98

collisions (Fok et al., 1995), we focus on this dominant mechanism. Figure 1(a–c) shows99

the CIMI-computed rate at which plasmasphere electrons are heated by ring current ions100

via Coulomb collisions, plotted in the magnetic equatorial plane.101

Because CIMI is not coupled to the SAMI3 ionosphere/plasmasphere model (de-102

scribed below), we used the CIMI model output at a 1 hour cadence for this and one other103

mild storm (2013 March 17) as the basis for constructing a heating function for use in104

SAMI3. The electron heating function, plotted in Figure 1(f–i), is a function only of the105

Dst index, shown in Figure 1(e) for this storm.106

The peak heating rate SRC,peak[eV-cm−3s−1] = (−Dst[nT])1/2/200 for Dst< 0.107

In MLT, the peak heating position decreases linearly from 2.0 h MLT for Dst = 0 to108

11.5 h MLT for Dst ≤ −145 nT. The heating function versus MLT falls to a non-zero109

minimum at 8 h MLT. At fixed MLT, peak heating is at L = 3.5+∆L, where ∆L, in-110

troduced to account for the outward bulge in the heating region in the afternoon sec-111

tor, increases linearly from 0 at 24 h MLT to 1 at the position of the bulge in MLT, tbulge.112

At MLT positions dawnward of tbulge, ∆L decreases linearly from 1 at tbulge to about113

0.5 at 8 h MLT. The bulge position tbulge decreases linearly from 18 h MLT for Dst ≥114

0 to 12.0 h MLT for Dst ≤ −150 nT. Heating is applied uniformly along each field line,115

but only for geocentric radius r > 2.7RE; it is introduced as an additional term in the116

SAMI3 electron energy equation (Huba et al., 2000, Eq. 31). Both the CIMI model out-117

put and the SAMI3 heating subroutine are available in the data archive.118

This heating function captures the basic properties of the CIMI output for the two119

events simulated. Specifically, as the storm strengthens (Figure 1a,b), the peak heating120

shifts towards lower MLT, the heating region in the afternoon sector bulges out away121

from Earth, and the position of the maximum outward shift of the bulge moves towards122

lower MLT. In addition to computing heating at the equator, Figure 1(a–c), CIMI com-123

puted field-line integrated heating (not shown). In order to approximate the CIMI equa-124

torial and integrated Coulomb heating results, the heating function is nonzero only above125

altitude 1.7 RE (r > 2.7RE). While some features of the computed heating, Figure 1(a–126

c), are not present in the corresponding plots of the model heating function, Figure 1(f–127

h), the bulk properties are similar enough to provide a test of the heating effect.128

3 SAMI3 modeling of the O+ shell129

To simulate this event, we use the SAMI3 ionosphere/plasmasphere model (Huba130

& Krall, 2013) with appropriate inputs, such as daily values for F10.7 (≃ 81), F10.7A (≃131

110), and the Ap index. For this case we used a Kp-driven VSMC (Volland-Stern- Man-132

–4–
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Figure 2. SAMI3 output showing (a–d) log10ne and (e–h) log10nO+ . Each column is at the

same time as the corresponding column in Figure 1.

yard/Chen Volland, 1973; Stern, 1975; Maynard & Chen, 1975; Reinisch et al., 2009) func-133

tion for the magnetospheric convection potential; Kp versus time is shown in Figure 1(d)134

for this event. We performed additional runs using the empirical Weimer05 (Weimer, 2005)135

model in place of the VSMC function and found that the results were not sensitive to136

details of the high-latitude convection potential.137

SAMI3 includes 7 ion species (H+, He+, O+, N+, NO+, N+
2 , O+

2 ) with an energy138

equation being solved for H+, He+, O+ and the electrons. Each species is represented139

by a fluid that flows dynamically along the magnetic field (Huba et al., 2000). To avoid140

erroneously high fluid velocities at high altitudes (Huba & Joyce, 2013, see Fig. 3), the141

inertial term is retained in the field-aligned dynamical equations. Plasma motions across142

field lines are approximated to be E×B drifts. Based on SAMI2 and SAMI3 test runs143

of this and one other event (the 2013 March 17 storm) we used a grid of 124 “field lines”,144

96 longitudes, and 404 points long each field line. The large number of points along each145

field line is necessary to capture plasma and heat flows.146

Figure 2 shows the dynamics of the plasmasphere and the O+ enhancement, plot-147

ted in the magnetic equatorial plane. We see the usual features of the plasmasphere dur-148

ing a storm, such as the sunward extension of the plasmasphere when the storm is strongest,149

Figure 2(b), and the duskward rotation and sharpening of the plume as the storm weak-150

ens, Figure 2(c).151

Consistent with Nosé et al. (2018), we do not always find a complete torus shape152

in the equatorial plane. Similar to Figure 2(e,g,h), where the O+ density is very low in153

the hours immediately following noon, Nosé et al. (2018) found a weak (M = 3.5 amu)154

O+ enhancement at 05:00 MLT but not in the early afternoon sector(13-14:00 MLT).155

The circumstance of the Nosé et al. (2018) measurements, two days into an extended pe-156

riod of Dst ≃ −50 nT, is similar to that of Figure 2(h), over one day past the peak of157
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Figure 3. SAMI3 model output showing (a–d) the log of the electron temperature Te, (e–h)

the log of the H+ temperature, and (i–l) the log of the O+ temperature. Each column is at the

same time as the corresponding column in Figures 1 and 2.

the storm with Dst ≃ −50 nT. When the storm is strongest, however, Figure 2(f), the158

O+ enhancement more completely surrounds Earth.159

Away from the peak of the storm, Figure 2(e,g,h), SAMI3 shows local peaks in the160

O+ density after dusk and after dawn. These O+ enhancements are consistent with Roberts161

et al. (1987), who show examples of “heavy ion enhancements” at 2100 MLT (Roberts162

et al., 1987, Figs. 1 and 5), 2000 MLT (Roberts et al., 1987, Fig. 3), and 0800 MLT (Roberts163

et al., 1987, Fig. 4). Roberts et al. (1987, Fig. 8a) also show that O+ enhancements oc-164

cur most often in the pre-midnight and post-dawn hours. Consistent with our results and165

with the Nosé et al. (2018) suggestion of a crescent instead of a torus, Roberts et al. (1987,166

Fig. 7a), suggest that the O+ enhancement is weakest between 1100 and 1400 MLT.167

Figure 3 shows the electron, H+, and O+ temperatures. The results are suggestive.168

For example, Te is largest before and during the peak of the storm, Figure 3(a,b), while169

TH+ is largest after the peak of the storm Figure 3(g,h). This suggests a time scale on170

the order of 1 day for heat transfer from electrons to H+ ions. Similar to our result, a171

–6–
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Figure 4. SAMI3 result for Day 281, 0600UT, showing isosurfaces where O+ density is at

100 cm−3 (green) for (a) the case with no heating and (b) with heating. The yellow isosurface

indicates an electron temperature of 5.5 × 103 K (panel a) and 2.0 × 104 K (panel b). An arrow

indicates the direction to the Sun.

jump in H+ temperature from about 6 × 103 to about 3 × 104 at the plasmapause is172

seen by Comfort et al. (1988) in DE:RIMS data. In our case, however, the region of el-173

evated TH+ straddles the plasmapause. Similar to Horwitz et al. (1986), model Te and174

TH+ (but not TO+) enhancements are “sometimes strikingly well correlated.” In our case,175

correlation of TH+ with Te appears strongest early in the storm. Throughout the storm,176

the pattern of elevated Te closely matches the heating (compare Figure 3a–d to Figure177

1f–i), while the TH+ morphology suggests that H+ is affected by corotation of the plas-178

masphere. While the minimum in the heating fuction is a 8 h MLT, the corresponding179

mimimum in TH+ has rotated around to the afternoon sector. The morphology of the180

O+ density Figure 2(e–h) is also suggestive of corotation, an effect also seen in the mod-181

eling of Nosé et al. (2015).182

The TO+ plots, Figure 3(i–l), show a heated O+ population, corresponding to the183

O+ shell of Figure 2(e–h), that remains “cold,” with TO+ < 1 eV. We suggest that TO+184

in the O+ shell is less than TH+ and Te because heated O+ in the ionosphere flows out-185

ward on flux tubes that expand with height, cooling adiabatically as it expands. A low186

density heated O+ population is evident on the night side at L > 4; its significance is187

not clear at this time.188

Figure 4 shows the effect of the heating on the O+ density in the plasmasphere.189

A yellow isosurface in Figure 4(b) (Te = 2.0×104 K) indicates the direct effect of the190

heating. The shape of the green isosurface (nO+ = 100 cm−3) in Figure 4(b) indicates191

O+ outflow along field lines. In the peak heating region, the O+ 100 cm−3 isosurface reaches192

the equator, forming a high density shell of O+. When the same simulation is run with-193

out ring current heating, Figure 4(a), the O+ shell is absent and the hottest electron tem-194

peratures (Te = 5.5 × 103 K) are on the dayside. However, O+ upwellings at higher195

latitudes are present in both Figures 4(a) and (b).196
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Figure 5. Radial profiles in the magnetic equatorial plane showing (a–c) electron number

density ne (solid line) and ion mass density ρ (dashed line), (d–f) number density for H+, He+,

N+ and O+ and (g–i) average mass density M (horizontal dashed lines indicate the H+, He+, and

O+ masses). Plots in the second an third columns correspond to Figure 2(c,g).
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4 Further comparison to observations197

Figure 5 shows radial profiles of ne (cm−3) and ρ (amu-cm−3) along with corre-198

sponding profiles showing composition and average mass density M. In Figure 5, each199

column corresponds to a fixed UT and MLT. In all three cases we find both the O+ shell200

and a corresponding N+ shell at much lower density (nO+/nN+ > 10). In each com-201

position plot, Figure 5(d–f), we find an O+ profile that falls for L < 2, reaches a min-202

imum, and rises thereafter. It is the O+ density enhancement outside of the O+ min-203

umim that we call the O+ enhancement or O+ shell.204

Figure 5(a,b) compares well to Takahashi et al. (2008, Fig. 6), who showed elec-205

tron and mass densities derived from CRRES (Combined Release and Radiation Effects206

Satellite) (Johnson & Kierein, 1992) observations of the 1991 August 27 storm. Assum-207

ing that the plasma inside the the plasmapause is primarily H+, they found that mass208

densities inside and outside of the plasmapause were consistent with a gradual decrease209

in ρ with L across the plasmapause. This implies the jump in the average ion mass at210

the plasmapause that we see in Figure 5(g,h). Because these CRRES observations of ρ,211

M , are limited to L > 4, the dip in ρ at the plasmapause that is evident in Figure 5(a,b)212

is not seen in the Takahashi et al. (2008, Fig. 6) observation. However, the dip in ρ at213

the plasmapause is similar to that seen by Fraser et al. (2005, Fig. 1b), in evening sec-214

tor, 19.4–19.8 h MLT. These profiles, in both Figure 5(a,b) and Takahashi et al. (2008,215

Fig. 6), are shown for the afternoon sector, at or near the magnetic equator, a few hours216

after the peak of the storm.217

The profiles of Figure 5(d–f) are similar to Roberts et al. (1987, Fig. 5), who also218

find an N+ enhancement coincident with the O+ enhancement. In Roberts et al. (1987),219

the N+ density is about 1/10 of the O+ density. In their case, ion composition was mea-220

sured at approximately 20 h MLT and after three days of Dst ≃ −30 nT. In our case221

we find similar profiles 18 hours after the peak of the storm, but at 15.2 h MLT, Figure222

5(e). At 22 h MLT, Figure 5(f), we find the O+ shell inside the plasmapause, again co-223

incident with a low-density N+ shell. The M versus L profile of Figure 5(i) shows the224

usual jump in the average density at the plasmapause, but it is a smaller jump than is225

seem in Figure 5(g,h). Figure 5(i) shows an enhancement in M inside the plasmapause226

coincident with the O+ shell. This is similar to that seen in Nosé et al. (2015, Fig. 6 A-227

4).228

5 Discussion229

While these results are far from definitive, they suggest that the ring current heat-230

ing hypothesis is a good candidate explanation for the O+ shell. Horwitz et al. (1986)231

and Liemohn et al. (2000) suggest that the ring current heating effect will be most in-232

tense where the ring current overlaps the plasmasphere. While this is not contradicted233

by our present results, we find that the strength and location of the heating-generated234

O+ population is not sensitive to the shape of the plasmasphere. Specifically, when we235

repeated our simulations using the empirical Weimer05 magnetosphere potential model236

in place of the VSMC model, we find similar results. Interchange modes (Pierrard & Lemaire,237

2004), which can also affect the overlap between the plasmapause and the heating re-238

gion, are not presently included in the SAMI3 model.239

In Figures 1–3 we approximate the plasmapause with a contour at 100 cm−3. In240

Figure 5(e), however, the location of the plasmapause is ambiguous, a situation also ev-241

ident in Horwitz et al. (1986, Fig. 3e and 7d). As noted by Roberts et al. (1987), the242

O+ enhancement “is almost always observed in the region of the plasmasphere just in-243

side the plasmapause and has been seen at all local times.” These results confirm that244

the O+ shell is often inside the plasmapause, Figure 5(f), or straddling the plasmapause,245

Figure 5(d). An observation where the O+ shell straddles the plasmapause is provided246
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by Fraser et al. (2005, Fig. 1a). In fact, further examinaton of Nosé et al. (2015, Fig. 6)247

reveals the enhancement of M inside the plasmapause to be a common feature. While248

measurements of O+ enhancements within the plasmapause have not been emphasized249

in the recent literature, they have been reported.250

Finally, we note that stormtime temperature and density effects are also observ-251

able in the ionosphere. Because this modeling effort does not include penetration elec-252

tric fields, we do not reproduce storm-enhanced densities. We do, however, find storm-253

time ionosphere electron temperature increases of about 1000 K, similar to those mea-254

sured at, for example, Millstone Hill (42.6◦N, 71.5◦W) (e.g. Pavlov & Buonsanto, 1997;255

Liu et al., 2016).256

6 Conclusion257

In this study, we have used a CIMI ring current heating calculation to guide a SAMI3258

ionosphere/plasmasphere simuation of the effect of ring current heating during a storm.259

With a model ring current heating function added to the SAMI3 model, a cold (< 1 eV),260

thermal oxygen ion outflow was produced. While the resulting model O+ density resem-261

bles an L-shell rather than a torus, its location, density, composition and temperature262

are similar to observations of the so-called oxygen torus.263

Our results suggest that the ring current can heat plasmasphere electrons, plasma-264

sphere H+, and ionosphere O+ and that resulting O+ outflows can account for observed265

O+ enhancements. However, these results demonstrate only the viability of the mech-266

anism. Coupled SAMI3/CIMI simulations of specific events, with robust comparisons267

to data, will be needed to resolve this question. In further simulations, the SAMI3 and268

CIMI codes will need to be self-consitently coupled both electrodynamically (e.g. Huba269

et al., 2017) and thermodynamically. We intend to perform such modeling in the near270

future.271
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